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Quality Assurance in the Era of Individualized Medicine
2019-11-29
there is a significant deficiency among contemporary medicine practices reflected by experts making medical
decisions for a large proportion of the population for which no or minimal data exists fortunately our capacity
to procure and apply such information is rapidly rising as medicine becomes more individualized the
implementation of health it and data interoperability become essential components to delivering quality
healthcare quality assurance in the era of individualized medicine is a collection of innovative research on the
methods and utilization of digital readouts to fashion an individualized therapy instead of a mass population
directed strategy while highlighting topics including assistive technologies patient management and clinical
practices this book is ideally designed for health professionals doctors nurses hospital management medical
administrators it specialists data scientists researchers academicians and students

Design in the Era of Industry 4.0, Volume 3 2023-07-24
this book showcases cutting edge research papers from the 9th international conference on research into
design icord 2023 the largest in india in this area written by eminent researchers from across the world on
design processes technologies methods and tools and their impact on innovation for supporting design for a
connected world the theme of icord 23 has been design in the era of industry 4 0 industry 4 0 signifies the
fourth industrial revolution the first industrial revolution was driven by the introduction of mechanical power
such as steam and water engines to replace human and animal labour the second industrial revolution involved
introduction of electrical power and organised labour the third industrial revolution was powered by
introduction of industrial automation the fourth industrial revolution involves introduction of a combination of
technologies to enable connected intelligence and industrial autonomy the introduction of industry 4 0
dramatically changes the landscape of innovation and the way design the engine of innovation is carried out
the theme of icord 23 design in the era of industry 4 0 explores how industry 4 0 concepts and technologies
influence the way design is conducted and how methods tools and approaches for supporting design can take
advantage of this transformational change that is sweeping across the world the book is of interest to
researchers professionals and entrepreneurs working in the areas on industrial design manufacturing
consumer goods and industrial management who are interested in the new and emerging methods and tools
for design of new products systems and services

The Army's Professional Military Ethic in an Era of Persistent
Conflict 2009
this essay offers a proposal for the missing constructs and language with which we can more precisely think
about and examine the army s professional military ethic starting with its macro context which is the
profession s culture we examine three major long term influences on that culture and its core ethos thus
describing how they evolve over time we contend that in the present era of persistent conflict we are
witnessing dynamic changes within these three influences in order to analyze these changes we introduce a
more detailed framework which divides the ethic into its legal and moral components then divide each of these
into their institutional and individual manifestations turning from description to analysis we also examine to
what extent if any recent doctrinal adaptations by the army fm 3 0 3 24 and 6 22 etc indicate true evolution in
the essential nature of the profession s ethic then we present what we believe to be the most significant
ethical challenge facing the army profession the moral development of army leaders moving them from values
to virtues in order that they as army professionals can consistently achieve the high quality of moral character
necessary to apply effectively and in a trustworthy manner their renowned military technical competencies
page x

OpenMP in a New Era of Parallelism 2008-04-25
openmp is a widely accepted standard application programming interface api for high level shared memory
parallel programming in fortran c and c since its introduction in 1997 openmp has gained support from most
high performance compiler and hardware vendors under the direction of the openmp architecture review
board arb the openmp speci cation has evolved including the cent release of speci cation 3 0 active research in
openmp compilers runtime systems tools and environments drives its evolution including new features such as
tasking the community of openmp researchers and developers in academia and dustry is united under
compunity compunity org this organaization has held workshops on openmp around the world since 1999 the
european wo shop on openmp ewomp the north american workshop on openmp app cations and tools wompat
and the asian workshop on openmp experiences and implementation wompei attracted annual audiences from
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academia and industry the international workshop on openmp iwomp consolidated these three workshop
series into a single annual international event that rotates across the previous workshop sites the rst iwomp
meeting was held in 2005 in gene oregon usa iwomp 2006 took place in reims france and iwomp 2007 in
beijing china each workshop drew over 60 participants from research and dustry throughout the world iwomp
2008 continued the series with technical papers panels tutorials and openmp status reports the rst iwomp wo
shop was organized under the auspices of compunity

OpenMP in the Era of Low Power Devices and Accelerators
2013-08-15
this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th international workshop on openmp held in canberra
australia in september 2013 the 14 technical full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from
various submissions the papers are organized in topical sections on proposed extensions to openmp
applications accelerators scheduling and tools

China’s Publishing Industry in the Era of Big Data 2022-04-12
this book introduces china s current publishing industry in the new era especially when facing the big
challenge from social media and technology transformation based on the calculation for the first time the book
and overall size of the content data of publications in china the book presents 15 cases of chinese publishers
looking for opportunities to develop business using the technology of big data and internet for global readers it
may help to build an overview on china s publishing industry and business innovation cases of media
companies

Traditions of the Rabbis from the Era of the New Testament, Vol.
2A 2004
traditions of the rabbis from the era of the new testament trent is a major new six volume work of scholarship
that provides an exhaustive collection of early rabbinic traditions and commentary on their relevance to the
new testament focusing on 63 rabbinic traditions central to ancient jewish life david instone brewer s massive
study provides significant insights into jewish thought and practice prior to the destruction of the second
temple in 70 c e for each rabbinic tradition considered the supporting hebrew source text is provided side by
side with an english translation instone brewer also presents evidence that exists for accurately dating these
rabbinic sources a critical task recently advanced by modern dating techniques he goes on to thoroughly
discuss the meaning and importance of each rabbinic tradition for second temple judaism also analyzing any
echoes or direct appearances of the tradition in the new testament writings

The Era of the Martyrs 2020-08-24
one of the most traumatic experiences of late antique christians was the great persecution begun by emperor
diocletian and his tetrarchic colleagues in 303 ce here aaltje hidding unites research of traditional memory
studies with work done by cognitive scientists to examine how they remembered the persecution the resulting
methodological framework the cognitive ecology systemically studies all what can be covered by this term
social surroundings cognitive artefacts and the physical environment and bridges the gap between individual
and collective memory the author analyses the remembrance of the persecution in three different regions
along the nile river in oxyrhynchus the thousands of papyrus fragments found at the city s rubbish dump give a
vivid image of the martyrs in the daily lives of the oxyrhynchites in antinoopolis known for the cult of the
physician saint colluthus she zooms in on the rituals and practices at a martyr s sanctuary finally in dandara
the rich hagiographical dossier of the anchorite paphnutius shows how old memories of the persecution
became mixed with new monastic experiences the bohairic and greek passion of paphnutius appear in their
first complete english translations

Macroeconomic Forecasting in the Era of Big Data 2019-11-28
this book surveys big data tools used in macroeconomic forecasting and addresses related econometric issues
including how to capture dynamic relationships among variables how to select parsimonious models how to
deal with model uncertainty instability non stationarity and mixed frequency data and how to evaluate
forecasts among others each chapter is self contained with references and provides solid background
information while also reviewing the latest advances in the field accordingly the book offers a valuable
resource for researchers professional forecasters and students of quantitative economics
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Irish Literature in Italy in the Era of the World Wars 2021-12-14
this book addresses both the dissemination and increased understanding of the specificity of irish literature in
italy during the first half of the twentieth century this period was a crucial time of nation building for both
countries antonio bibbò illustrates the various images of ireland that circulated in italy focusing on political
and cultural discourses and examines the laborious formation of an irish literary canon in italy the center of
this analysis relies on books and articles on irish politics culture and literature produced in italy including
pamplets anthologies literary histories and propaganda translations of texts by irish writers and archival
material produced by writers publishers and cultural and political institutions bibbò argues that the
construction of different and often conflicting ideas of ireland in italy as well as the wavering understanding of
the distinctiveness of irish culture substantially affected the italian responses to irish writers and their
presence within the italian publishing field this book contributes to the discussion on transnational aspects of
canon formation reception studies and italian cultural studies

North Carolinians in the Era of the Civil War and Reconstruction
2008
although north carolina was a home front state rather than a battlefield state for most of the civil war it was
heavily involved in the confederate war effort and experienced many conflicts as a result north carolinians
were divided over the issue of

Software Engineering in the Era of Cloud Computing 2020-01-01
this book focuses on the development and implementation of cloud based complex software that allows
parallelism fast processing and real time connectivity software engineering se is the design development
testing and implementation of software applications and this discipline is as well developed as the practice is
well established whereas the cloud software engineering cse is the design development testing and continuous
delivery of service oriented software systems and applications software as a service paradigm however with
the emergence of the highly attractive cloud computing cc paradigm the tools and techniques for se are
changing cc provides the latest software development environments and the necessary platforms relatively
easily and inexpensively it also allows the provision of software applications equally easily and on a pay as you
go basis business requirements for the use of software are also changing and there is a need for applications
in big data analytics parallel computing ai natural language processing and biometrics etc these require huge
amounts of computing power and sophisticated data management mechanisms as well as device connectivity
for internet of things iot environments in terms of hardware software communication and storage cc is highly
attractive for developing complex software that is rapidly becoming essential for all sectors of life including
commerce health education and transportation the book fills a gap in the se literature by providing scientific
contributions from researchers and practitioners focusing on frameworks methodologies applications benefits
and inherent challenges barriers to engineering software using the cc paradigm

Digital Libraries: The Era of Big Data and Data Science
2020-01-22
this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed proceedings of the 16th italian research conference on digital
libraries ircdl 2020 held in bari italy in january 2020 the 12 full papers and 6 short papers presented were
carefully selected from 26 submissions the papers are organized in topical sections on information retrieval
bid data and data science in dl cultural heritage open science

Constitutional Politics in a Conservative Era 2008-05-05
aims to bring together the work of leading scholars of constitutionalism constitutional law and politics in the
united states to take stock of the field to chart its progress and point the way for its future development

Deep Equality in an Era of Religious Diversity 2017
while religious conflict receives plenty of attention the everyday negotiation of religious diversity does not
questions of how to accommodate religious minorities and of the limits of tolerance resonate in a variety of
contexts and have become central preoccupations for many western democracies what might we see if we
turned our attention to the positive narratives and success stories of the everyday working out of religious
difference rather than tolerance and accommodation and through the stories of ordinary people this book
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traces deep equality which is found in the respect humor and friendship of seemingly mundane interactions
deep equality in an era of religious diversity shows that the telling of such stories can create an alternative
narrative to that of diversity as a problem to be solved it explores the non event or micro processes of
interaction that constitute the foundation for deep equality and the conditions under which deep equality
emerges exists and sometimes flourishes through a systematic search for and examination of such narratives
lori g beaman demonstrates the possibility of uncovering revealing and recovering deep equality a recovery
that is vital to living in an increasingly diverse society in achieving deep equality identities are fluid shifting in
importance and structure as social interaction unfolds rigid identity imaginings especially religious identities
block our vision to the complexities of social life and press us into corners that trap us in identities that we
often ourselves do not recognize want or know how to escape although the focus of this study is deep equality
and its existence and persistence in relation to religious difference deep equality is located beyond the realm
of religion beaman draws from the work of those whose primary focus is not in fact religion and who are doing
their own deep equality work in other domains illustrating especially why equality matters by retelling and
exploring stories of negotiation it is possible to reshape our social imaginary to better facilitate what works
which varies from place to place and time to time

Artillery in the Era of the Crusades 2018-08-13
in artillery in the era of the crusades michael s fulton provides a detailed historical and archaeological study of
the use and development of trebuchet technology in the levant through the twelfth and thirteenth centuries

Literature and Law in the Era of Magna Carta 2019-10-03
oxford studies in medieval literature and culture showcases the plurilingual and multicultural quality of
medieval literature and promotes work that not only focuses on the whole array of subjects medievalists now
pursue in literature theology philosophy social political jurisprudential and intellectual history the history of
art and the history of science but also work that combines these subjects productively it offers innovative and
interdisciplinary studies of every kind including but not limited to manuscript and book history linguistics and
literature post colonial and global studies the digital humanities and media studies performance studies the
history of affect and the emotion the theory and history of sexuality ecocriticism and environmental studies
theories of the lyric of aesthetics of the practices of devotion and ideas of medievalism literature and law in
the era of magna carta traces processes of literary training and experimentation across the early history of the
english common law from its beginnings in the reign of henry ii to its tumultuous consolidations under the
reigns of john and henry iii the period from the mid twelfth through the thirteenth centuries witnessed an
outpouring of innovative legal writing in england from magna carta to the scores of statute books that
preserved its provisions an era of civil war and imperial fracture it also proved a time of intensive self
definition as communities both lay and ecclesiastic used law to articulate collective identities literature and
law in the era of magna carta uncovers the role that grammatical and rhetorical training played in shaping
these arguments for legal self definition beginning with the life of archbishop thomas becket the book
interweaves the histories of literary pedagogy and english law showing how foundational lessons in poetics
helped generate both a language and theory of corporate autonomy in this book geoffrey of vinsauf s
phenomenally popular latin compositional handbook the poetria nova finds its place against the diplomatic
backdrop of the english interdict while robert grosseteste s anglo french devotional poem the château d amour
is situated within the landscape of property law and jewish christian interactions exploring a shared
vocabulary across legal and grammatical fields this book argues that poetic habits of thought proved central to
constructing the narratives that medieval law tells about itself and that later scholars tell about the origins of
english constitutionalism

The Era of Choice 2006-09-22
how today s cornucopia of choices has transformed our lives and our culture from the foundations of scientific
theory to the anxiety of everyday decisions today most of us are awash with choices the cornucopia of material
goods available to those of us in the developed world can turn each of us into a kid in a candy store but our
delight at picking the prize is undercut by our regret at lost opportunities and what s the criterion for choosing
anything material spiritual the path taken or not taken when we have lost our faith in everything in the era of
choice edward rosenthal argues that choice and having to make choices has become the most important
influence in both our personal lives and our cultural expression choice he claims has transformed how we live
how we think and who we are this transformation began in the nineteenth century catalyzed by the growing
prosperity of the industrial age and a diminishing faith in moral and scientific absolutes the multiplicity of
choices forces us to form oppositions this says rosenthal has spawned a keen interest in dualism dilemmas
contradictions and paradoxes in response we have developed mechanisms to hedge compromise and to
synthesize rosenthal looks at the scientific and philosophical theories and cultural movements that choice has
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influenced from physics for example niels bohr s theory that light is both particle and wave to postmodernism
from disney trailers to multiculturalism he also reveals the effect of choice on the personal level where we
grapple with decisions that range from which wine to have with dinner to whether to marry or divorce as we
hurtle through lives of instant gratification accelerated consumption trend change and speed but we have
discovered writes rosenthal that sometimes we can have our cake and eat it too

Arab-Israeli Military Forces in an Era of Asymmetric Wars
2006-09-30
the reality of the arab israeli balance now consists of two subordinate balances israel versus syria and israel
versus the palestinians the book analyzes these two balances in detail and their impact on defense planning in
each country and on the overall strategic risk to the region as a whole it covers military developments in each
of six states egypt israel jordan lebanon syria and palestine and provides an analytical view with charts and
tables of how the changing natures of the military and political threats faced by each is impacting its military
force readiness and development the book has the most comprehensive data on past current and future
military force structure currently available drawn from the widest range of sources responding to the most
recent of events in the region this book is the first to deal with the effects on the arab israeli military balance
of the strategic uncertainty created by the iraqi insurgency and the iranian nuclear program it also studies
how the gaza pullout the syrian withdrawal from lebanon the changing political landscape in israel and the
threat of nuclear proliferation are having impacts on the egyptian israeli and jordanian israeli peace accords
and the prospects for a settlement between the palestinians and israelis the roles of hezbollah hamas and
palestinian islamic jihad are analyzed in light of the changing political landscape in both israel and palestine
given the role of syria in the palestinian israeli affairs the book also explores the ways that internal instability
in lebanon could escalate into a regional conflict

The Making of Chinese Foreign and Security Policy in the Era of
Reform 2001
this is the most comprehensive in depth account of how chinese foreign and security policy is made and
implemented during the reform era it includes the contributions of more than a dozen scholars who undertook
field research in the people s republic of china south korea and taiwan

The Era of World War II Through Contemporary Times 2000
reproducible student activities cover colonial experiences including interaction with native americans family
and social life the beginnings of slavery and the seeds democracy

Multilateralism and Security Institutions in an Era of
Globalization 2007-12-20
featuring an outstanding international line up of contributors this edited volume offers a timely examination of
two of the most crucial and controversial issues in international relations namely the evolution of particular
concepts of multilateralism and whether international security institutions are the objects of state choice and
or consequential the book combines a variety of theoretical perspectives with detailed empirical examples the
subjects covered include the development and contemporary application of the concept of multilateralism
american foreign and security policy in the post 9 11 era unilateralism vs multilateralism humanitarian
intervention and liberal peace case studies of a variety of security institutions including the eu un and nato a
broad selection of geographical examples from north america europe and asia this book is a significant
contribution to the contemporary debate on multilateralism and the effects of multilateral security institutions
and will be of great interest to scholars of international relations and security studies

Religion, Ethnonationalism, and Antisemitism in the Era of the
Two World Wars 2022-01-15
in the wake of the devastating first world war leaders of the victorious powers reconfigured the european
continent resulting in new understandings of nation state and citizenship religious identity symbols and
practice became tools for politicians and church leaders alike to appropriate as instruments to define national
belonging often to the detriment of those outside the faith tradition religion ethnonationalism and antisemitism
in the era of the two world wars places the interaction between religion and ethnonationalism a particular
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articulation of nationalism based upon an imagined ethnic community at the centre of its analysis offering a
new lens through which to analyze how nationalism ethnicity and race became markers of inclusion and
exclusion those who did not embrace the same ethnonationalist vision faced ostracization and persecution with
jews experiencing pervasive exclusion and violence as centuries of antisemitic christian rhetoric intertwined
with right wing nationalist extremism the thread of antisemitism as a manifestation of ethnonationalism is
woven through each of the essays along with the ways in which individuals sought to critique religious
ethnonationalism and the violence it inspired with case studies from the united states france italy germany
finland croatia ukraine and romania religion ethnonationalism and antisemitism in the era of the two world
wars thoroughly explores the confluence of religion race ethnicity and antisemitism that led to the annihilative
destruction of the second world war and the holocaust challenging readers to identify and confront the
inherent dangers of narrowly defined ideologies

Individual Differences in Cognition and Affects in the Era of
Pandemic and Machine Learning 2022-03-17
leading scholars examine the interplay between the ideological reorientation and radical social changes in
contemporary china in terms of the interpretation appropriation and mobilization of three major cultural
resources traditional may fourth and socialist by various social groups

Culture and Social Transformations in Reform Era China
2010-05-31
proposes a reconstruction of the temple which differs from conventional descriptions in jewish literary sources
during the first and second temple eras this book examines the individual descriptions of the temple and
considers the influence of the descriptions on subsequent ones

Architecture and Utopia in the Temple Era 2006-01-01
the enterprise of today has changed wherever you sit in this new corporation srinivasan gives us a practical
and provocative guide for rethinking our business process calling us all to action around rapid development of
our old hierarchical structures into flexible customer centric competitive force a must read for today s
business leader mark nunnelly executive director massit commonwealth of massachusetts and managing
director bain capital efficiency agile and analytics used to be the rage venkat srinivasan explains in this
provocative book why organizations can no longer afford to stop there they need to move beyond to be
intelligent it isn t just theory he s done it bharat anand henry r byers professor of business administration
harvard business school in the era of big data and automation the book presents a cutting edge approach to
how enterprises should organize and function striking a practical balance between theory and practice the
intelligent enterprise in the era of big data presents the enterprise architecture that identifies the power of the
emerging technology environment beginning with an introduction to the key challenges that enterprises face
the book systematically outlines modern enterprise architecture through a detailed discussion of the
inseparable elements of such architecture efficiency flexibility and intelligence this architecture enables rapid
responses to market needs by sensing important developments in internal and external environments in real
time illustrating all of these elements in an integrated fashion the intelligent enterprise in the era of big data
also features a detailed discussion on issues of time to market and flexibility with respect to enterprise
application technology novel analyses illustrated through extensive real world case studies to help readers
better understand the applicability of the architecture and concepts various applications of natural language
processing to real world business transactions practical approaches for designing and building intelligent
enterprises the intelligent enterprise in the era of big data is an appropriate reference for business executives
information technology professionals data scientists and management consultants the book is also an excellent
supplementary textbook for upper undergraduate and graduate level courses in business intelligence data
mining big data and business process automation a compelling vision of the next generation of organization
the intelligent enterprise which will leverage not just big data but also unstructured text and artificial
intelligence to optimize internal processes in real time a must read book for ceos and ctos in all industries ravi
ramamurti d amore mckim distinguished professor of international business and strategy and director center
for emerging markets northeastern university it is about the brave new world that narrows the gap between
technology and business the book has practical advice from a thoughtful practitioner intelligent automation
will be a competitive strength in the future will your company be ready victor j menezes retired senior vice
chairman citigroup venkat srinivasan phd is chairman and chief executive officer of rage frameworks inc which
supports the creation of intelligent business process automation solutions and cognitive intelligence solutions
for global corporations he is an entrepreneur and holds several patents in the area of knowledge based
technology architectures he is t
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The Intelligent Enterprise in the Era of Big Data 2016-09-08
davies explores and questions the central business challenges of a world in transition having shifted from a
unipolar world dominated by the usa to a new untested multi polar environment we must continue to learn
about the economic landscape that will in fluctation for the next decade

The Era of Global Transition 2012-11-13
presenting new developments in the field of global ethics this volume focuses specifically on how to re
conceive ethics in order to come to grips with ethical and political life today it sets out an agenda for the field
of global ethics addresses the critiques and illustrates the rapprochement of global ethics

Ethics in an Era of Globalization 2008
the countries of nato and the warsaw pact have begun to negotiate for nuclear and conventional arms
reductions the world is no longer bipolar as the arsenals of china france and britain become more significant
this book looks at strategic realities and current global and european problems

The Arms Race in an Era of Negotiations 1991-08-05
as french consul to the carolinas and georgia citizen mangourit was dispatched in 1792 to capitalize on the
fledgling alliance between the young republics as opportunity to spread the french revolution into spanish
holdings in the floridas and louisiana in his analysis of the public and clandestine activities of mangourit
during his short tenure in charleston alderson presents a case study of the challenge given to u s
republicanism by its french counterpart mangourit tapped into a wide range of support for the french
revolution and its implications for south carolina drawing support for his cause from well off planters and
disenfranchised groups of backcountrymen slaves and women in the end he was recalled before the invasion
projects could be carried out french and american republicanism quickly diverged and the french lost their
best opportunity to reclaim their empire in north america aldersons study shows that the tension between
republicanism and self interest could be resolved at the local level but republicanism could not be the only
basis for national relations

This Bright Era of Happy Revolutions 2008
in the mid 1990s new treatment options introduced a new era of aids this book is a sophisticated study of the
shaping of this new era well informed by ethnographic as well as statistical data it reveals the complex and
ambiguous processes of change in the field of hiv aids and beyond the investigation leads from the changing
conceptions of disease and body to the re defined roles of patients and physicians and eventually treats the
shifts in the production and diffusion of knowledge that the health care system underwent in doing so the book
captures the new era of aids from multiple perspectives and through the voices of physicians as well as people
with hiv it offers an accessible and engaging account of the wide ranging responses this illness caused as an
original and timely contribution to questions of considerable currency in medicine and the social sciences the
book meets the interests of specialists professionals researchers and students alike

The New Era of AIDS 2013-03-09
first published in 2011 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

The Era of Transitional Justice 2010-10-18
predictions that globalization would undermine territorial attachments and weaken the sources of territorial
conflict have not been realized in recent decades globalization may have produced changes in territoriality and
the functions of borders but it has not eliminated them the contributors to this volume examine this
relationship arguing that much of the change can be attributed to sources other than economic globalization
bringing the perspectives of law political science anthropology and geography to bear on the complex causal
relations among territoriality conflict and globalization leading contributors examine how territorial
attachments are constructed why they have remained so powerful in the face of an increasingly globalized
world and what effect continuing strong attachments may have on conflict they argue that territorial
attachments and people s willingness to fight for territory depends upon the symbolic role it plays in
constituting people s identities and producing a sense of belonging in an increasingly globalized world
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Territoriality and Conflict in an Era of Globalization 2006-04-13
a climate catastrophe can be avoided but only with a rapid and sustained investment in companies and
projects that reduce greenhouse gas emissions to the surprise of many this has already begun investors are
abandoning fossil fuel companies and other polluting industries and financing businesses offering climate
solutions rising risks evolving social norms government policies and technological innovation are all
accelerating this movement of capital bruce usher offers an indispensable guide to the risks and opportunities
for investors as the world faces climate change he explores the role that investment plays in reducing
emissions to net zero by 2050 detailing how to finance the winners and avoid the losers in a transforming
global economy usher argues that careful examination of climate solutions will offer investors a new and
necessary lens on the future for their own financial benefit and for the greater good companies that reduce
greenhouse gas emissions will create great wealth and more importantly they will provide a lifeline for
humanity grounded in academic and industry research usher s insights bring clarity to a complex and
controversial topic while illuminating the people behind the numbers this book sets out a practical and
actionable plan for investors that will alter the course of climate change

Investing in the Era of Climate Change 2022-09-28
post hamlet shakespeare in an era of textual exhaustion examines how postmodern audiences continue to
reengage with hamlet in spite of our culture s oversaturation with this most canonical of texts combining
adaptation theory and performance theory with examinations of avant garde performances and other
unconventional appropriations of shakespeare s play post hamlet examines shakespeare s hamlet as a central
symbol of our era s textual exhaustion an era in which the reader viewer is bombarded by text printed digital
and otherwise the essays in this edited collection divided into four sections focus on the radical employment of
hamlet as a cultural artifact that adaptors and readers use to depart from textual authority in for instance
radical english language performance international film and stage performance pop culture and multi media
appropriation and pedagogy

SHAKESPEARE’S HAMLET IN AN ERA OF TEXTUAL EXHAUSTION
2017-11-27
questions surrounding the concept of freedom versus security have intensified in recent years due to the rise
of new technologies the increased governmental use of technology for data collection now poses a threat to
citizens privacy and is drawing new ethical concerns ethical issues and citizen rights in the era of digital
government surveillance focuses on the risks presented by the usage of surveillance technology in the virtual
public sphere and how such practices have called for a re examination of what limits should be imposed
highlighting international perspectives and theoretical frameworks relating to privacy concerns this book is a
pivotal reference source for researchers professionals and upper level students within the e governance realm

Ethical Issues and Citizen Rights in the Era of Digital Government
Surveillance 2016-02-02
state formation in post colonial societies differed greatly from the formation of the western capitalist state the
latter has been extensively studied while a coherent grasp of the post colonial state has remained elusive amin
khan provides a critical historical and contemporary understanding of post colonial state formations in asia
and africa and suggests how this process differed from the formation of states in latin america in
distinguishing between the post colonial state and the western capitalist state the author argues that the
unitary colonial state left a strong legacy on the decolonized states of asia and africa reinscribing their
subordination vis à vis western states transnational corporations and multilateral institutions the indigenous
elites decision at the time of decolonization to retain colonial state structures meant the readaptation of
capitalism imperialism nexus to suit new post colonial realities which enabled the formation of clientelist
relationships this post colonial reality and exploration of the contemporary context provides the basis of
analyzing two post colonial state forms the capitalist and proto capitalist varieties which are examined using
the case studies of india and pakistan

A biblical dictionary 1876
bioinformatics has evolved significantly in the era of post genomics and big data huge advancements were
made toward storing handling mining comparing extracting clustering and analysis as well as visualization of
big macromolecular data using novel computational approaches machine and deep learning methods and web
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based server tools there are extensively ongoing world wide efforts to build the resources for regional hosting
organized and structured access and improving the pre existing bioinformatics tools to efficiently and
meaningfully analyze day to day increasing big data this book intends to provide the reader with updates and
progress on genomic data analysis data modeling and network based system tools

The Post-Colonial State in the Era of Capitalist Globalization
2012-03-12

Bioinformatics in the Era of Post Genomics and Big Data
2018-06-20
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